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HOME PAGE 

Engaging. Electric. Entertaining. 

X.Ray Magic provides modern tricks, illusions, and performances for children and adults of all 

ages. Whether for family, corporate, or formal events, this Toronto-based entertainer ensures 

that every show is exploding with action, amazement, and antics. This is more than an ancient 

art. It is the way to every man, woman, and child’s heart. This is X.Ray, where magic meets the 

mind.  

NOTE: I thought the final sentence could serve as your tagline!  

I would like a minimalist style homepage so I think we will minimize the writing on the                 

homepage. I like the idea of a tagline, but I am not sure about “Magic meets the Mind”. I think                    

that’s a great tag line for a mentalist or a mind reader, not for my style of magic. Any other                    

suggestions?  

ABOUT 

X.Ray is a stage name for Ray Xu, an award-winning magician based in Toronto. Some of his                 

original magic effects have garnered many awards in magic competitions such as Toronto’s Best              

Magician Contest, Abbots Got Together Magic competition etc. His creativity and showmanship            

in magic has made him one of the most sought-after entertainers in the GTA.  

 

“Magic is a bridge for me to connect with my audience. I love sharing the joy and wonder of this 

ancient art and bringing laughter to every person I meet.” – Ray Xu 

 

Ray was introduced to magic as early as eight years old. He would have never imagined that his 

favourite childhood pastime would transpire into a passion and eventual profession years later.  

After graduating from the University of Waterloo with a Math degree, Ray decided to pursue his                

dream to become a professional magician. In 2008, Ray founded Sauga Magic, an entertainment              

company that provides magic shows for corporate events and private functions in Toronto.  

Ray believes magic is an international language that transcends nationality, race, age, and             

gender. For this reason and more, he continues to provide moments and memories that his               

audiences are bound to never forget.  
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Corporate 

The Show  

An hour of mind-blowing experience combining sleight-of-hand magic, mind-reading mentalism,          

and theatrical showmanship that will guarantee to WOW and give your guests an emotional              

rollercoaster ride that they will never forget!  

Show content is created with adult-audience in mind, not appropriate for children.  

Suitable for corporate events, christmas parties, private parties, weddings etc.  

 

Family 

The Show  

 45-minute of jam-packed action featuring a live bunny and X.Ray’s award-winning goldfish act.  

Equally entertaining for both children and adults, X.Ray’s family show is clean, and             

age-appropriate for children of all ages. 

 

Audience members will have the opportunity to pet the bunny and photograph with it after the                

show. And the celebrant will also be able to keep one of the goldfish as a pet.  

 

Suitable for family events, school BBQs, birthday parties, baptism etc.  

 

FAQ 

 

Contact 
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